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Digital technology and environmental expertise 
for  water resources



Putting digital technology and artificial intelligence at the service of 
the preservation of water resources
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Our Missions

Facilitate the understanding and sharing of issues related to 
water resources

Promote the adoption of water resources management and 
exploitation practices adapted to climate change

Reconcile the balance between environmental benefit, 
profitability and employee fulfillment
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Hydrogeology
Consulting

Designer-developer of 
digital solutions



Hydrogeology
Consulting
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Our Goal is to act for the 
preservation of water resources. 
We support our customer in 
designing and implementing
solutions for resources
management and operating 
assets.

Preservation, monitoring and anticipation 
are the key words of our strategy
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Hydrogeology Consulting

Advice - Preservation of operating assets

Support & Assistance

Field investigation and instrumentation

Characterization and preservation of water resources



Digital solution
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EMI : A global web application 
dedicated to the preservation of 
water resources. 

Emi is a software suite (SAAS) 
that allows decision-making
from reliable and valued data.

Préservation, suivi et anticipation sont les 
maîtres mots de notre stratégie.
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Wells and water Resources Monitoring 
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Extend the lifespan and capacities of your
wells

# Asset management: performance 
indicator for catchments

Immediate action required
Red

Medium term action
Yellow

No action, performance compliant
Green
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Performance loss
Performance loss

Regeneration works
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Continuously monitor your water 
resources

# Operational indicators

Viewing and valuing the history of 
operating data and monitoring of your
resources



Access to the documentary base of 
your catchments and monitoring of 
interventions

#The health record of your wells
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Assess and control the impact of a 
drought

# Drought indicators
At a glance, check the quantitative 
status of your water resources
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Anticipate the impact of a drought on 
your production capacities

# Forecast drought indicators
Forecast of the level of water resources
from 5 days to 90 days using artificial
intelligence
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Be informed of changes

# Customizable notifications

Configure and monitor changes in your
wells, water resources, interventions, 
etc.
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BENEFITS

A digital solution coupled with 
environmental expertise

Maintain and guarantee the production capacities of your wells
(extand their life span)

Anticipate the risks of drought to take security actions

Optimize your investments and reduce your costs related to 
your water production assets

Guarantee the sustainable use of water resources and wells in 
full transparency

Facilitate communication with citizens and state services
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Contact

Olivier DEPRAZ
Directeur Général

Tel : +33 6 45 62 69 17
Mail : olivier.depraz@imageau.com
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Main references


